
Nexus-GK is a small, flexible, and hacker-friendly breakout box that connects your 
multichannel guitar to the outside world using a specialized 19-pin (LEMO 
compatible) multi-pin connector with 15 channels of combined audio and analog 
control voltages and switches, for remote control of volume, EQ, patch or effects. 
Audio may come from standard mono-pickups or the Nu multichannel pickup. 
Analog control voltages are converted to MIDI control messages. Outputs include 
12 channels of audio, MIDI 5-pin DIN, and a 13-Pin, Roland compatible DIN. 
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Architecture
Nexus-GK is modular with 3 basic 
building blocks and ample space 
for user expansion. All input and 
output pins are provided for user 
customization. The diagram at the 
right shows the arrangement and 
signal flow of the modules.

1. Main Board: All signals from 
the multichannel input as well 
as control voltages, plus 
power regulation and 
conditioning, pass through the 
main board. 

2. MIDI Module: Converts control 
voltages (CV) and switch 
inputs (SW) from the guitar to 
MIDI. The basic firmware 
supports up to 6 analog (CV) 
and 3 switches (SW) inputs, 
directly accessible through the 
multichannel guitar input, and 4 more auxiliary switches (SW) that can be routed 
through the Input / Output Channels via the IO Module. 

3. The GK Module: Support electronics for the 13-Pin Roland connectivity 
including the main in-guitar controls: SW1, SW2 and SY-VOL (excluding MIX 
SW). Control channels are shared with the MIDI module. 

4. I/O Module: 12 input and output channels where each channel can be 
configured as an input or output. Typically, these are used to send multichannel 
audio to your effects, amp, mixer, or multichannel audio interface. If you do not 
need all 12 channels, they can also be configured as inputs (e.g. Footswitches 
and Expression pedals). 

The Nexus-GK can be powered using a well regulated 12-18 Volt power supply 
suitable for audio. A clean 12 Volt power supply is included as standard. The Main 
Module includes reverse polarity protection, low-noise regulators, and a 2nd-order 
capacitance multiplier to maintain noise-free audio. 
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Connectivity
There are many ways to incorporate the Nexus-GK into your setup. It is not possible 
to list all the ways one can use the Nexus-GK, but the following sections offer a 
couple of use-cases. These are examples that you can use as a starting point to 
conceptualize your desired setup. 

Meredith
The use-cases presented assume a guitar-side setup that follows our reference Nu 
Multichannel Setup – Meredith or something similar. Meredith as a use-case 
reference for a Nu Multi Pickup, together with other standard pickups. This example 
is intentionally kept as simple as possible. The SSS pickup configuration utilizes a 
standard pickup at the bridge position alongside a Nu Multi 6. Passive pickups are 
chosen for this installation: DiMarzio Injector at the neck position, DiMarzio Area ‘67 
at the middle position, and DiMarzio Chopper at the bridge position. 

The passive pickup system has simple controls: one master volume, one master 
tone, and a 5-way switch. The output, coming from the master volume, is connected 
to channel 9 (Ch9) of the Internal Breakout board. A single general-purpose control 
voltage potentiometer (CVP) is connected to Ch11 for remote control of external 
devices. 

Follow this link for more information: Meredith – Basic Nu Multichannel Setup.  

Wiring Diagram
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Use-Case 1
 

This use-case is for a studio or live setup using the BOSS SY-1000 Guitar Synthesizer. 
This use-case is very straightforward and works well in both Studio and Live settings, 
thanks to the ease of use of BOSS/Roland synthesizers. This example applies to all 
GK compatible devices using the 13-Pin, Roland compatible DIN. The Nexus-GK is 
specifically designed to support the 13-Pin Roland connector including the main in-
guitar components such as the up-down (SW1 and SW2) momentary program 
control switches (but excluding MIX SW), and the GK Volume (SY-VOL) control (via a 
control voltage (CV) potentiometer). 
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All audio channels are still directly accessible and you can use the MIDI out to 
generate control messages from additional control voltage (CV) potentiometers and 
switches, vastly expanding the control capabilities of the GK device.  

GK CV/SW Channel Mapping

To take full advantage of the GK CV Channel Mapping, we will modify the reference 
setup (Meredith) as follows: 

1. Change the Control Voltage potentiometer channel from channel 11 to channel 
10 : Synth Volume (SY-VOL). 

2. Add the 2-Way switch, for Program Change ±1 (SW1 and SW2). The 2-way 
switch is an on-off-on momentary switch with two outputs. Connect the switch 
outputs to channels 7 and 8. See Controls for more info. 

This use-case applies to any device that utilizes the 13-Pin, Roland compatible DIN. 
One specific example is the 6APPEAL, an analog polyfuzz pedal that gives you 6 
separate distortion channels, one for each string. 

6APPEAL recognizes SY-VOL as well as SW1 and SW2 which allows you to set its 
volume and patches via momentary program up/down switches. 

CV/SW Channel GK Connection Type

7 Program Change +1 (SW1) Switch

8 Program Change -1 (SW2) Switch

10 Synth Volume (SY-VOL) Analog
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Use-Case 2
This use-case is a more elaborate setup for a studio or live setup using an audio 
interface and DAW to augment the analog signal path going to stomp-boxes. This 
use-case can coexist with use-case 1 for an even more elaborate and significantly 
more powerful setup.  
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In this example, we have three outputs going to three amplifiers. The center 
amplifier handles the signal from the monophonic pickups, through channel 9 (Red). 
This is your typical signal flow through stomp-boxes. The left and right amplifiers 
handle the signals coming from the audio interface (Orange and Brown), processed 
by your Digital Audio Workstation (DAW). This can be extended to as many output 
channels as you want, as many as your audio interface allows. One output channel 
per string will give you a full surround system. The audio interface takes its inputs 
from the Nu Multi pickup, channels 1 to 6. The Nexus-GK audio outputs come in 
pairs: Channels 1 and 2 (Green), Channels 3 and 4 (Light Blue), and Channels 5 and 
6 (Violet). 

Input Output
The Main Board is where all signals from the multichannel input as well as control 
voltages pass through. The Main Board also handles power regulation and 
conditioning. The I/O Module includes 12 channels, using 6 TRS (stereo) jacks, that 
can be configured as input or output. Typically, these are used to send multichannel 
audio to your effects, amp, mixer, or multichannel audio interface. But, if you do not 
need all 12 channels, they can also be configured as inputs (e.g. Footswitches and 
Expression pedals). 

You need a 1/4" TRS Male to Dual 1/4" TS Male Y-Cable (like the image below) to 
split the stereo signals into dual mono. 
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Multichannel Guitar Input
1) Audio signals from the multichannel Nu pickup together with outputs from other 
monophonic pickups, 2) control voltages or switches, and 3) power are sent through 
a single 19-pin LEMO compatible connector. No fast-moving digital signals are 
passing through the cable. Only audio and analog signals plus clean power (using 
low noise voltage regulators, and a 2nd-order capacitance multiplier) are sent 
through the cable to maintain noise-free audio. The rationale is that we want to 
keep the signals as pristine as possible. High-frequency digital signals can corrupt 
the audio signals through crosstalk along the cable. 

 

Redundant ground (pins 18 and 19 and the metal jack housing that connects to the 
cable’s shield) ensure robust, noise, and glitch-free connectivity. 

✏  Note: Pins 7 and 8 are usable as audio only if you are using the Nu-Multi 7, Nu-
Multi 8 or other custom Nu-Multis that require more than 6 channels of audio. 

Pin Function Alternative Functions

1 to 6 Audio [Ch1 to Ch6]

7 to 9 Audio [Ch7 to Ch9] Switch

10 to 15 Audio [Ch10 to Ch15] Control Voltage [Ch10 to Ch15]

16 and 17 12v to 18v D.C.

18 and 19 Main Ground
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Multichannel Cable
All signals, including outputs from whatever other pickups you have installed 
together with the Nu Multichannel pickup, as well as 12v to 18v D.C. power, pass 
through a LEMO compatible 19-pin jack and cable assembly. These are metal, self-
latching multipole connectors with an alignment key and gold plated contacts. 
These are robust yet easy to use with its circular profile and push-pull self-latching 
technology. The connector itself is a mere 15 mm (0.6 inch) in diameter. 

Features:

- Push-Pull self-latching 
- Color coded alignment key 
- Brass (chrome plated) 

shell and collet nut 
- Nickel plated brass 

latch sleeve and mid 
pieces 

- Brass (gold plated) 
Inserts (contacts) 

- 15 mm diameter (20 
mm nut) 

- Multipole 19 pin 
contacts 
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Audio Channels
Up to 15 shared channels of audio are available for the Nu Multi pickups (Nu-Multi 
6, Nu-Multi 7, etc.). 7 of the 15 available audio channels may be used for audio 
sources from other monophonic pickups, but take note that Nexus is limited to a 
total of 12 audio channels in its I/O section. Channels 1 to 6 are audio-only. 
Channels 7 to 15 can be configured to receive either audio or control voltage (CV) 
or switches (SW), using configuration pins (more on that later).  

Controls
Control voltages coming from specialized potentiometers and switches in the guitar 
may be connected to pins 7 to 15. See MIDI CV/SW Channel Mapping. These 
controls are standardized and can also be used with the GK module as well as for 
MIDI. See GK CV/SW Channel Mapping. 

In-guitar controls include: 

CV Potentiometer: Generates a 0V to 5V control 
voltage (CV). Use this for remote control of volume, 
EQ, effects, or anything that requires a continuous 
controller. 

CV Switch: Generates a control voltage from 0V 
to 5V depending on the 5-way switch position. 
Use the 5-way CV switch to send patch/parameter 
changes to your outboard gear, DAW, or just 
about anything that accepts MIDI. 

 

2-Way switch: An ON-OFF-ON momentary 
toggle switch suitable for program change ±1. 
Unlike typical toggle switches, this one is momentary 
and does not lock to either ON positions. Flick it up or 
down to increment or decrement the program change 
number (see note on program change). 
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Momentary Tact Switch: A general-purpose switch for 
various purposes. 

MIDI
MIDI is generated by the Nexus-GK from control voltages (CV) coming from 
specialized potentiometers or other (CV) sources, and switches (SW) in the guitar 
connected to pins 7 to 15. Channels 7 to 15 can be configured to receive control 
voltages (CV) or switches (SW) using configuration pins. 

⚠  Note: Please do not be confused with MIDI control and MIDI 
conversion. The Nexus-GK does not perform any pitch tracking and pitch 
to MIDI conversion. 

The example using the Meredith reference uses only one control voltage (CV) 
potentiometer, but it is easy to add more as needed. Up to 6 channels of analog 
control voltages (CV) and 3 switches (SW) can be installed. You can assign the MIDI 
controls to any parameter in your Digital Audio Workstation (DAW). A typical DAW 
has a “learn” mode for easy assignment of MIDI controls, allowing you to control 
any parameter using CV controls installed in the guitar. 

Control voltages and switches are converted to MIDI messages by the MIDI-GK 
module (more on that later). In-guitar controls include a 5-way switch for patch 
settings, momentary buttons, and potentiometers for volume control, EQ, as well as 
generic parameter control. 

MIDI CV/SW Channel Mapping

CV Channel MIDI Message Type

7 Program Change +1 SW Switch

8 Program Change -1 SW Switch

9 Sustain: Control Change 64 SW Switch

10 Volume: Control Change 7 CV Analog

11 Effect 1: Control Change 12 CV Analog

12 Effect 2: Control Change 13 CV Analog

13 Pitch Bend CV Analog
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MIDI Messages

#  Note: The types of MIDI messages Nexus-GK sends are not user-configurable. 
Nexus itself is intentionally kept as simple as possible and does not have a user 
interface. Typically, a DAW can be configured or “taught” about the type of control 
sent by a MIDI device and routes that to whatever parameter you need to control. It 
is also possible to use an external MIDI Event Processor such as (MIDI Solutions' 
Event Processor) if you need to map MIDI for a target device.  

Pitch Bend is 14 bits, but the onboard analog to digital converter (ADC) is currently 
limited to 10 bits. MIDI CC messages send both the MSB (most significant byte; 7 
bits) and LSB (least significant byte; 7 bits), hence 14 bits too. But again, the ADC is 
currently limited to 10 bits. 

Here are the actual MIDI messages sent: 

#  Note on Program Change: The Nexus MIDI firmware maintains a Base 
Program Change (PC) number in its memory. This Base PC number is persistent  
across restarts and is sent on program startup. Program Change from CV Channel 
14 is a special form of control voltage that divides the 0-5v range into 5 voltage 
zones corresponding to a relative value from 0 to 4. This value (0 to 4) is then added 
to a base number which defaults to 0 but can be incremented and decremented 
using CV Channels 7 and 8. 

14 Program Change +0, +1, +2, +3, +4 CV Analog

15 Modulation: Control Change 1 CV Analog

CV Channel MIDI Message Type

MIDI Message Data

Pitch Bend 0xE0, LSB, MSB

Program Change 0xC0, VAL (See Note on Program Change)

Channel Volume 0xB0, 0x07, LSB, 0xB0, 0x27, MSB

Modulation 0xB0, 0x01, LSB, 0xB0, 0x21, MSB

Effect 1 0xB0, 0x0C, LSB, 0xB0, 0x2C, MSB

Effect 2 0xB0, 0x0D, LSB, 0xB0, 0x2D, MSB

Sustain 0xB0, 0x40, (0: OFF or 0x7F or ON)
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For example, if the base PC is zero (default from the factory), then the 5-way switch 
generates program change from 0 to 4. If the base PC is 10, then the 5-way switch 
generates program change 10 to 14. 

CV Channels 7 and 8 update the Base PC parameter, respectively incrementing or 
decrementing the value, and resending the updated parameter. 
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Main and I/O Boards Pinout
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Note: The headers for the Audio Channels and CV/SW Channels are unpopulated. 
If you need to use these channels for whatever purpose, use 2.5mm header 
connectors. 

Infinity Config Reserved for the Infinity System (Set to Default)

Audio/CV/SW Config These configuration pins set the functions of Channels 7 to 15. 
For each channel, place a shunt to select either Audio (shunt at 
the upper two pins) or CV/SW (shunt at the lower two pins).

Audio Channels Multichannel audio channels 1 to 15. 
- CH1 to CH15 : Audio 
- AGND : Analog Ground

CV/SW Channels Control Voltage (CV) or Switch (SW) Channels 
- CH7_SW to CH9_SW: Switch 
- CH10_CV to CH15_CV : Analog

Clean Power / Analog 
Ground

- AGND : Analog Ground 
- V_OUT : Clean Analog Power

MIDI-GK I/O Main interface to the MIDI-GK board.

Audio Output Multichannel Output Channels 1 to 12.  
- CH1 to CH12 
- AGND : Analog Ground
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MIDI-GK Board Pinout

MIDI-GK I/O Main interface to the Main board.

MIDI-GK Power Power from the Main Board 
- AGND : Analog Ground 
- V_OUT : Clean Analog Power

MCU Programming Spy-Bi-Wire JTAG programming pins (see Firmware Programming).

MCU Auxiliary Additional switch (SW) ports (see Auxiliary Channels).
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Note: The audio coming from the Nu Multichannel pickup is attenuated by -6dB 
before going to the GK 13-Pin DIN to match the lower input-level requirements of 
Roland compatible devices. 

Note: The headers for the Digital Supply Expansion and MCU Auxiliary are 
unpopulated. If you need to use these channels for whatever purpose, use 2.5mm 
header connectors. 

Auxiliary Channels

The MIDI-GK module comes pre-programmed with additional MIDI capabilities via 
auxiliary channels: 

1. Aux1: Program Change +1 
2. Aux2: Program Change -1  
3. Aux3: Program Change +5 
4. Aux4: Program Change -5 
5. Aux5: Reserved 
6. Aux6: Reserved  

These auxiliary channels accept simple momentary switches that shunt the input to 
digital ground. Aux1 and Aux2 deserve special mention because these are the same 
channels (CH7_SW and CH8_SW) that are used for the GK ±1 program change 
switches (SW1 and SW2) if the GK / MIDI Config is set to MIDI (see MIDI-GK Board 
Pinout), so you can utilize the same in-guitar switches for setting the base program 
number. See note on program change for more info. 

Tip: If you use the in-guitar 5-way switch, you can also use foot switches connected 
to unused I/O channels at the back panel, or in-guitar switches to increment and 
decrement the base program change setting so you can access all 127 program 
change settings that MIDI allows. 

GK / MIDI Config Configure channels 7 and 8 (CH7_SW and CH8_SW) to be received 
as MIDI or GK. When using Nexus for the GK, place all shunts at 
the upper two pins, otherwise, place the shunts at the lower two 
pins for MIDI. The default is set to GK mode.

Digital Supply 
Expansion

Access to the 3.3V and 5V power used by the MCU.
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Firmware Programming

For the tech-savvy hacker, it is possible to re-program the firmware using the 
supplied Spy-Bi-Wire JTAG programming pins. The code is available as Open 
Source. The code is intentionally kept as simple as possible using Arduino (Energia) 
“sketch” and C++ to program the on-board MSP430 MCU. 
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